Inotropic effect of digoxin in humans: mechanistic pharmacokinetic/pharmacodynamic model based on slow receptor binding.
The purpose of this study was to construct a mechanistic pharmacokinetic/pharmacodynamic (PK/PD) model for digoxin that describes the relationship between plasma concentration and inotropic response. On the basis of results obtained in the isolated perfused rat heart, a PK/PD model for digoxin in humans was developed. In fitting the model to previously published bolus dose and concentration clamp data (shortening of electromechanical systole), the plasma concentration-time curves were used as forcing functions in the computer program ADAPT II. The mechanistic approach allowed a modeling of digoxin pharmacodynamics which is consistent with available inotropic response data. The estimates of the receptor binding parameters were in the same order of magnitude as those measured in vitro for ouabain. The mechanistic model explained the parameters of the empirical link model (EC50, Emax and delay time tau) in terms of the underlying processes, suggesting that the long equilibration half-time of 13 h is due to slow receptor binding. The empirical link model, in contrast, is not compatible with a noninstantaneous receptor binding process and led to estimates of the delay time tau that were dependent on the digoxin administration schedule. The new, mechanistic model may provide a rationale for better understanding of digoxin pharmacodynamics and could become a tool to bridge the gap between in vitro and in vivo studies.